Robert B Clarkson
515 Concord Avenue, Anderson, SC 29621
864-225-3061 clarksonrobt@sbcglobal.net
Andrew R. Romagnuola, Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
151 Patton Avenue, Suite 211
Asheville, NC 28801

September 11, 2007

Re: USA vs. 515 Concord Ave (Robert Clarkson), Docket # 8:07-cr-0536
Dear Agent Andy:
You and your crew appear to be in serious violation of the court’s Order of Aug 10th
based upon the facts listed below and also my letter sent to you yesterday. If I am not
correct in all matters, please let me know. I do not want to file unnecessary motions in
federal court. I am a little on the thrifty side, as you noted in our interview. So I do not
want to take up expensive court time when your people and I can work out most of my
concerns.
You did not return to me records that I need for the day-to-day operations of a political
association. I am entitled to copies of these if you do not return them.
You returned to me a pad of POMC’s –Public Office Money Certificates which look
like checks or banking instruments. Plus, some POMC that I designed decades ago. This
has no connection to your investigation, but is the only thing that I have that could be (by
twisted logic) remotely connected to your investigation.
Attached is a POMC from the late Tupper Saussy and one that I published. Both of these
documents were seized and returned. At least now you can have some documents that
might bring me into the outer area of your investigation. The POMCs and their political
uses are explained in Saussy’s classic The Miracle on Main Street. You seized my
supply of these but you should have kept one.
Curiously, when you raided my office, you took my book inventory and political
literature but not my case files, which may possibly be useful in investigating me for
something. You also went through the file cabinet to grab my cash and checks.
You took many items which could possibly be remotely useful to the IRS in a criminal
tax investigation. However, the FBI is prohibited under the Privacy Act and other
remedial laws, from investigating tax crimes and therefore most of the property stolen
from me can not be legally related to an FBI investigation.
You took so many items that have no possible connection to a criminal case. You refuse
to return these items to me in the face of a court order. This clearly proves that the

purpose of your raid was not legal law enforcement, but an illegal effort to dismantle The
Patriot Network, a political organization.
Please return to me all materials and assets that were removed for the purpose of
dismantling or harassing a political group protected by the First Amendment of the US
Constitution. You had in your possession for four months thousands of copies of the US
Constitution and Bill of Rights. I hope you and your crew had a chance to read them. If
you did not keep one of these, let me know and I will send one back to you.
Return to me all items seized that are related to the IRS cases against me—including the
IRC §6700 case. That case in over with and I plan to abandon my appeal.
You returned to me the frame that contained my law school diploma. Why did you rip the
diploma out of the frame? You could have just left the diploma in the frame. You also
damaged the frame. I sincerely hope you did not ruin the diploma.
As you well know, I suffered a severe brain injury while in the Army, which made law
school a real struggle. That diploma represents to me the fact that I had some recovery,
that I had a chance of a normal life and that the doctors had been too pessimistic.
You also damaged the computers by removing the operating system. You wiped out the
entire hard drive, and took operating software discs, including the recovery discs to
prevent us from reinstalling our work. You removed the windows software, which made
the computers inoperative. Why did you this? How is this related to an FBI investigation?
You also did not return the computer software that we could use to recover the
documents in the computers. Please return to us all of the computer software you seized.
After you copied the information, you have no further use of our computer equipment,
disc and records. These no longer are relevant to your investigation and thereby fall under
the Judge’s order.
Please send me a copy of the authorization, law and regulations that allow FBI agents to
destroye personal property of people they do not like. This is a clear case of malicious
destruction of personal property, even if the search warrant was legal.
I have always been a supporter of the FBI and sell copies of Hoover’s classic “Masters of
Deceit”. You did return to me my collection of that book but I wish you had keep at least
one for the agents to study. When I see you next, I can give you one as the value is less
than $10.
You and your staff should have read that book while you had it. The many club members
have asked me whether your agents studied my inventory of classic material on the rights
of a free people.
Yours, Robert Clarkson

